
  
 

Fellow WSGRTA member: 

 
Not only will the WSGRTA meeting on July 25, 2019 in Wenatchee be important, but it will also 

be enjoyable, and your attendance is therefore urged if you care about road-based transportation. 

 
Simply put, the 66th State Legislature once again, in 2019, thumbed its collective nose at crying 

preservation-and-maintenance needs for bridges, highways, roads and streets – throughout our 

state – and its by-now-chronic and ever-more-irresponsible inaction has thereby pushed already 

long crumbling state-and-local infrastructure closer to actual collapse, for lack of adequate P&M 

funding, with improvident risks not just for every motorist, but also for Washington’s economy. 

 
The meeting will focus both on what this all means for WSDOT’s central regions going forward 

– beyond drastic cutbacks in litter control, statewide, earlier described by several RAs – and also 

on whether WSGRTA’s officers, past and present, and its other interested members feel it should 

utilize the initiative process to fund P&M adequately, since legislators refuse to do so, perhaps so 

as simultaneously to protect “all other state revenues intended to be used for highway purposes,” 

as the 18th Amendment directly requires, as tolling is expanded and as road user fees are studied. 

 
Hopefully, you will think about, and come prepared to offer, further ideas beyond just lobbying 

state legislators not inclined for decades to halt, much less to reverse, crumbling infrastructure, 

on one hand, or undertaking a major revenue increase through a citizen initiative, on the other. 

 
Thereafter, Dave Bierschbach will lead a tour of WSDOT facilities that should assist us in 

better understanding the growing P&M threat – with some input from Dan Sarles, our secretary, 

and his predecessor as RA there, as I understand planning – with a brief stop for lunch on the 

way. 

 
Therefore, no registration fee will be charged, unless someone prefers to pay $25, in which case 

WSGRTA would purchase the lunch.  Noel will have the paperwork to facilitate a $25 billing. 

 
Also, as the Agenda indicates, Dave will provide a tour of the new regional headquarters for 

those who are interested, and who arrive by 9:45 am, so the meeting can start promptly at 10:00 

am. 

 
Please do try to attend, since underfunding of P&M is becoming more urgent, year by year, and 

it was simply stiffed yet again, in 2019, despite Secretary Roger Millar’s clear-and-courageous 

testimony about WSDOT’s cumulative and increasingly dire funding needs that require another 

$1.38 billion, for the 2019-2021 biennium, to transportation committee members in both houses, 

during the 66th Legislature’s first hours, and despite WSGRTA’s support for that vital message. 

 
Respectfully yours, 

 
Will Knedlik, President 
 

 

 

 


